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English
Who is the mysterious old man, with the long cloak and old-fashioned way of
speaking? Our class text, ‘My Friend Walter’ by Michael Morpurgo, holds all the
answers and is a stimulus for our creative writing this term; we will be writing for
different purposes including diary writing, using similes and expressive language. We
will also be using persuasive language to write a sales pitch for our very own Year 4
Dragons’ Den! We will continue with weekly handwriting and spelling activities and
will explore grammatical conventions, with a focus on adding detail to sentences
using conjunctions and fronted adverbials.

Mathematics
We begin the term by looking at time, the 24 hour clock and timetables.
Analogue wristwatches are always helpful, but may be especially useful at this
time. The girls will develop their knowledge of how to find the area and
perimeter of a variety of shapes, including rectangles, squares and composite
shapes. We will study symmetry and tessellations, enjoying practical activities
to explore these concepts whilst also developing the girls’ ability to accurately record mathematical
drawings. As always, we will encourage the girls to use TTRockstars to develop an even faster recall
of their times tables.

Science
This term our topics are ‘Habitats’ and ‘Electricity.’
Through the ‘Habitats’ unit, the girls will understand the concept of a habitat and how
it provides the organisms found there with conditions for life. We will compare and
contrast habitats around the world, as well as in our local environment.
By exploring our ‘Electricity’ unit, we will construct circuits in order to find out which
materials are better conductors of electricity than others. The girls will then use their
skills to develop an electronic game using different components.

History
Divorced, beheaded, died, divorced, beheaded, survived.....Our topic this
term is The Tudors. We begin with a focus on The Battle of Bosworth and its
impact on history. We will then learn about the lives of Henry VII; Henry VIII
and his wives and children; the effect of the dissolution of the monasteries;



and life in Tudor times. We look forward to trying lots of exciting activities while ‘gossiping’ about
the important figures of the day, during a Tudor banquet. In June, we will also ‘set sail’ aboard the
Golden Hinde on our overnight stay.

Geography
We move to the rainforests this term, exploring the people, animals and
plants that live there and how they have adapted to this environment.
We will look at ecological issues surrounding the destruction of the
rainforests and the devastating effects it has both locally and globally. We
will discuss and share ways in which we can each play our part in helping
to save the rainforests. We will explore different ways of learning about
this topic including debates, quizzes and projects.

Religious Education
This term, supported by PlanBee RE resources we will research Buddhist festivals
and question religious identity and belonging.

Computing
In Computing, we will begin the term by completing coding tasks using Scratch.
Pupils will be able to sequence commands, identifying and correcting errors
within them. Later in the term, we will use Garageband to create our own
exciting musical compositions by layering different musical pieces chosen from a
range of different genres. Using iMovie, we will then be able to link these to
photos taken during our time in Year 4 in order to create short presentations.

Modern Languages
Our language work this term is focused on descriptive vocabulary. After
revisiting the parts of the face and body, the girls will produce extended
sentences to describe themselves and their friends. We will eventually try and
play a game of ‘Quién es quién’ (Guess who?) entirely in Spanish.

In French, the two main topics are numbers and leisure activities. The
linguistic focus is how to express opinions; the girls will be encouraged to

extend their sentences orally. The learning process will continue to be enhanced through speaking
skills with memory games, challenges and songs.

Art
The girls will continue learning all about colour, identifying key sections on the
colour wheel and exploring theory such as complementary colours. Then, linking
with their Tudors topic, we will learn about fashion from the period and design
outfits for key Tudor figures. Finally, we will investigate how artists from the past



and present have depicted trees in their artwork. Weather permitting, we shall go to Waterlow Park
to sketch trees with a view of making our own artworks on the theme back at school.

Design & Technology
The girls will be creating their own ‘pop-up’ version of a favourite picture book ‘The Day the
Crayons Quit.’ We will investigate and evaluate products with lever and linkage systems in order to
learn how they function. Using different fixed and moving pivots to join paper and card levers, the
girls will create simple mechanisms to produce different types of movement in order to animate the
characters in the story.

Physical Education
The girls in Year 4 have adapted very well to game play across all sports taught
thus far, becoming consistent in their skills in a short space of time. They will
begin to develop their knowledge and understanding of cricket and how to
play in pairs. The girls will also be learning the correct technique in
athletic-based activities, such as sprinting, alongside their throwing and
jumping events.

Music
The girls will get creative by producing their own CD cover for an instrument or
composer of their choice. They will then prepare and share a presentation about this
to their classmates. Their song cycle, based on ‘The Tempest,’ will provide a different

vocal skill each week with accompanying listening ranging from Brittens’ ‘Sea
Interludes’ to Mraiah Carey. Please do look carefully at your emails for
notification of individual music lessons.

Drama
In Drama this term, the girls will be preparing for their Showcase, rehearsing a variety of dance and
drama pieces. Following this, we will start working on the class text ‘My Friend Walter,’ enhancing
English lessons.

Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education
This term our themes are ‘Relationships’ and ‘Changing Me’.
These units include the new statutory teaching of Relationships
and Sex Education (RSE). Following a consultation with Mrs
Eliad, the PSHE Coordinator and Form Teacher, parents have the
right to request to withdraw their child from some, or all, sex
education lessons. Please contact Mrs Eliad, if you have any further questions about these units.



Relationships: learning will start by focussing on the emotional aspects of relationships and
friendships. With this in mind, the girls will explore jealousy and loss/ bereavement. They will identify
the emotions associated with these relationship changes, the possible reasons for the change and
strategies for coping with the change. The girls will learn that change is natural in relationships and
they will experience (or may have already experienced) some of these changes. The girls will revisit
skills of negotiation particularly to help manage a change in a relationship. They will also learn that
sometimes it is better if relationships end, especially if they are causing negative feelings or they are
unsafe. The girls will be taught that relationship endings can be amicable.

Changing Me: in this Puzzle bodily changes at puberty will be revisited with some additional
vocabulary, particularly around menstruation. The girls will learn about sanitary health, including
being introduced to different sanitary and personal hygiene products. Conception and sexual
intercourse will be introduced in simple terms, so the girls understand that a baby is formed by the
joining of an ovum and sperm. They will also learn that the ovum and sperm carry genetic
information that carry personal characteristics. The unit (Puzzle) will end by looking at the feelings
associated with change and how to manage these.

Homework
20 to 30 minutes of homework will be set each day and will consolidate work covered in class or
prepare the girls for future learning. In addition to this, the girls are required to read each day for at
least 20 minutes. Please continue to encourage your daughter to practise her multiplication facts at
home as often as possible (with the aid of the ‘Times Tables Rockstars’ app); we aim for girls to feel
confident with all times tables facts by the end of Year 4.

Important Dates
19th April Healthy Schools Week
6th May Class photographs
21st May Cultural Diversity Day
28th June Projects Week
28th June Y4N Overnight Stay on Golden Hinde
29th June Y4R Overnight Stay on Golden Hinde
2nd July Founders' Day Service

As always, please do not hesitate to get in contact with us if you have any concerns about your
daughter. You can do so by emailing the school office: jsoffice@channing.co.uk

We look forward to an exciting and productive term ahead.

Miss Newell and Mr Rich
Year 4 Class Teachers
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